
FIELD DATA 
COLLECTION
Simplify and automate for 
accuracy and speed of delivery.

MetaField® enables data-driven decision making 

and project execution by automating the process of 

gathering, aggregating, and analyzing field inspection 

data in real time. All project data is collected and 

managed in MetaField to facilitate efficient workflows, 

allowing you to easily prepare and respond to client 

requests for faster delivery of results and reports.

With MetaField, field professionals can see all project 

documents and work orders assigned to them. They 

can initiate and complete non-scheduled work and 

systematically track field work samples, access pre-

populated forms with specifications and compliance 

information, and digitally sign, certify, and deliver results 

to clients and project managers. 

Mobile functionality allows users to enter data at the 

same time they are performing field activities. This 

real-time data entry reduces the potential for errors and 

sends data to the MetaField system quickly, resulting in 

faster reporting. When there is no Internet connection, 

active forms will persist in an offline mode, and as you 

save records they are cached on your local browser. 

Once a data connection is reestablished, the records 

are uploaded to the database.

STREAMLINED DIGITAL DATA COLLECTION  
FROM ANYWHERE

Field data collection requires gathering test, sample, 

and special inspection or observation data. Paper-based 

data collection can cause mistakes and slow down 

delivery to the customer. Field professionals typically 

have limited information on where to go, what to do, or 

what the work specifications are on a job site. Digital 

data form entry and workflows to compliment field 

book documentation provides the essential tool kit that 

supports project communication and follow-up.

TAILORED TO THE JOB TO BE DONE

With MetaField, field professionals can configure their 

own reports or use predefined forms to easily enter 

testing data or summarize daily activities. Navigating the 

complex requirements governed by various jurisdictions 

– like AASHTO, ASTM, and CSA – requires a high level 

of sophistication and understanding. Leverage our 

forms and report library with hundreds of previously 

developed templates to make it easy to customize for 

your projects.

Digitally sign, certify, and deliver 

results to clients and project 

managers with speed, ease and 

confidence in data accuracy.

Automate and control the flow of data 

collection and reporting to reduce data 

entry time for processing tests by at 

least 50%.-50%



GATHER, TRACK, AND AGGREGATE DATA 

Avoid maintaining stand-alone systems across various 

departments that require redundant data entry by tying them 

together into a single platform. MetaField is designed from 

the ground up to meet the needs of firms that conduct field 

operations requiring remote gathering of test, sample, and 

observation data.

 » MetaField’s Field Data Collection module is 

designed to highlight tasks that a field professional 

needs to know right away, such as open 

discrepancies and pending retests.

 » The Field Data Collection experience is designed 

and optimized for use on a mobile device while on 

the job site, but it can also be used on a desktop 

browser.

 » Field professionals can perform tests, enter 

samples, perform observations and inspections, 

and view information about a project such as 

the address, contacts, and project specification 

documents. 

 » Many of the tasks can be customized to your 

business process. Design forms to closely match 

existing reports and to retain your reporting best 

practices.

 » Data, photos, and observations collected in the field 

are uploaded into a central digital repository for 

ease of attaching to the report to support the testing 

work completed.

Agile Frameworks provides comprehensive cloud-based software that integrates project, 

financial, field and lab testing data for business process automation across architecture, 

engineering, and construction disciplines. We transform workflows, create high-value data, 

and deliver outputs you can trust, resulting in industry-leading productivity and profitability.

Build a new way forward at agileframeworks.com
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